more orderly recruitment and if industry and commerce define their numbers
and their needs, and make clear their schemes of training and promotion,
it is more possible to reproduce the excellent atmosphere of the Junior Tech-
nical School over a wider range of educational institutions. There are some 150
Technical Colleges and Schools scattered among the main industrial areas*
Essex has built on the outskirts of London two modern Technical Colleges,
comprising in one building a day School with a technical bias for boys and girls
and a School of Art* Each accommodates no less than 1,000 full-time and 4,000
evening students. The Polytechnic idea is being revived in modem buildings.
Sometimes the Junior Technical School is housed in the larger Technical
College ; every kind of variation is allowed to meet the local or regional need*
At Blackburn the Principal has designed and installed within the technical
college an experimental loom which is capable of far more easy adjustments—
and incidentally of more quantitative experiments—than the ordinary loom.
Commercial Colleges also train for the various professional institutions,
but each has its special characteristics. At Bradford students of the woollen
and worsted industries have the advantage of working in laboratories properly
equipped for the purpose. The Manchester course in the merchanting of
textile goods includes fabric structure, textile quantities, the production of
yarn, banking and foreign exchange, the interpretation of accounts, accountancy,
business economics and a foreign language. The City of London Commercial
College course includes among the usual subjects a study of commodities such
as tea, grain and timber. The High School of Commerce in Manchester
provides lectures in such subjects as 'The economic geography of Arabic regions'
and classes in French, German, Spanish, Portugese, Italian, Russian, Swedish,
Danish, Dutch, Arabic, Chinese and Hindustani* For a more junior run of
students London has successfully launched a school of Retail Distribution*
The curriculum has been carefully planned by a group of progressive stores in
conjunction with the local authority*
It is clear that industry and commerce need to know more about education
and vice-versa* Advisory Committees now exist locally for most branches of
trade and manufacture and help to ensure that schools and colleges maintain
contact with realities. Regional Bodies have also been set up to relate the
wider needs of industry to the higher branches of technical education* But
the main object is to secure a balance between general skill and special kinds
of skill. In the dynamic years ahead, whejj problems of industrial demobi-
lisation will be added to the facts of a new industrial revolution, there will be
three essential needs, a sound general education among all the people, a flexible
intelligence, and a willingness to shoulder completely fresh tasks and develop
fresh interests* Already in the Army, in the Civil Defence Services and in the
Ministry of Labour training centres valuable experience is being gained in pre-
paring young men and women for new vocations. Perhaps it is of some
assistance to try and state the problem; only careful planning based on prac-
tical experience can hope to find the best policy*
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